
The New and Clever 'Total Solution' for Business
Communications
Cube telecom.co.uk has recently unveiled its clever and unique online solution called “Total Solution”.

BURNHAM, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UK, September 23, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Total Solution
takes into consideration all the Telecom’s needs of a business including mobile, hosted telephony

There is now another way of
ordering and maintaining all
the telecommunications of a
company – of any size. This
new service is unbelievably
easy and is accessible for
companies of all sizes.

Dave Breith

(Phone System), data connectivity and unlimited calls, SMS
and data.

The proposition offers all the telecoms a business needs in
just one bundle for a fixed monthly fee. There are no upfront
costs and Cube is even offering cashback to users to
encourage migration to their new service.

Dave Breith, Cube CEO, comments

“There is now another way of ordering and maintaining all the
telecommunications of a company – of any size. Having to

deal with more than 3 suppliers is not an efficient use of company time and the frustration of being
passed around different departments is something we have all experienced. This new service is
unbelievably easy and is accessible for companies of all sizes.
The secret behind this new way of taking bundles to market is our custom built portal that calculates
cost and usage requirements by just asking a few simple questions. We are so sure customers will be
delighted with this new way of procuring their communication solutions, we are offering a satisfaction
guarantee so that customers only pay when they are 100% happy with our service”.

Cube provides a mobile, broadband and hosted phone system package from just one supplier and
offers bundle sharing savings that are spread across mobile and fixed line. Cube is the first ever
company in the World to offer such a service. The bundled package includes unlimited UK mobile
calls, landline calls and data - regardless of the device used. As the bundle is from just one supplier,
considerable cost savings are passed to the end-user as there is no longer the need to pay for a
bundle on mobile and fixed line separately.

Flexibility is key to any business as no one wants to be tied to a contract that is hard to change as a
company grows but equally no one wants to pay for a service that they may or may not need in the
future. With Total Solution businesses are able to upgrade from as little as 6 months into the contract
so growth or the ability to get the latest handsets is not hindered.
The whole customer journey is online from the initial instant quote and price comparison through to
future system upgrades. Anyone can see how low their monthly telco costs could be by simply
answering a few simple and easy questions. A price comparison comes up as well demonstrating how
cubetelecom.co.uk compares to all the major companies. There is also a cashback offer that will be
paid to anyone that signs up and is paid before their first monthly invoice is paid.

A professional site survey, installation and training is also given as part of the service ensuring that

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.cubetelecom.co.uk/total-solution/get-a-quote
http://www.cubetelecom.co.uk/


cubetelecom.co.uk customers benefit from state of the art services offered. Total Solution is a simple
and unique way of arranging a company’s communication requirements and maintaining a business
grade service with outstanding SLAs.
Businesses have never been able to enjoy ordering and managing their telecom needs online in this
way. It is totally game changing and the way that businesses will order and manage their telecoms
now and in the future.

Total Solution by Cube Telecom is now available to order in just three easy steps. A quotation and
price comparison can be provided instantly by visiting www.cubetelecom.co.uk

facebook.com/pages/Cube-Telecom
twitter.com/cubetelecom
linkedin.com/company/cube-telecom
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